Our accountants have in-depth experience in the following financial areas:

• Measurement of economic damages
• Appropriate calculations of co-insurance, waiting period deductibles and other conditions
• Elimination of duplicate payments
• Determination of alternative means to measure losses when traditional documentation is unavailable
• Measurement of losses that cannot be physically observed
• Working with insureds to mitigate time element losses

Our expert team investigates various types of claims and specializes in key areas including:

• Time element analysis
• Employee dishonesty
• Inventory analysis
• Loss of income calculation
• Extra expense calculation
• Scheduling property damage
• Builder’s risk
• Loss of rent
• Theft

We combine the personal touch of a small firm with the resources and reach of a global company.

Our goal is to accurately measure the financial impact of an event on your business, while providing consistent, high-quality service.

Contact Sedgwick today to learn more about our forensic advisory services.

866-470-5731
fas@sedgwick.com
www.sedgwick.com